Clinical Practice Guidelines; a Strategy to Improve Health Care
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Abstract

Considering the high speed at which medical sciences are growing in this age and the increase in diseases with side effects, the pressure on health care system, physicians and health care staff has intensified. This has led health care managers to seek more appropriate ways for providing health care services. In recent years, establishing standard clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) has been increasingly considered for this purpose. Using CPGs has become an important part of treatment in emergency department. These protocols are the result of general consultations regarding special clinical diagnoses and subjects, which guide the physicians for better decision making and providing logical treatments for a disease. Success in establishing it increases the quality of health care by decreasing use of improper treatment and accelerating giving effective and valuable treatments. CPG is a general and systematic vision that helps health care providers to make logical and proper decisions regarding patients and the health care system and helps physicians in special conditions. These procedures have been determined based on studies and reliable evidence that consist of different conditions and treatment methods and finally reveal the best treatment method to us. CPGs usually consider algorithms, clinical techniques and treatment policies and can definitely improve in the future. Recent studies have shown that in countries that CPGs are followed effective changes have been made in improvement of population health. One of the most important aspects of using CPGs is controlling costs. Recommendations that are given in CPGs also consider legal aspects and therefore decrease the risk of error for physicians and other medical staff. Although there are many problems, even when using CPGs, but many legal and supervisory systems have accepted CPGs and believe that not using it will give way to making errors and will bring about legal arguments. In fact designing CPGs is a policy that will provide safety in health care system. Undoubtedly, CPGs are important elements for decision making in medicine and performing them, as seen in the results and statistics reported in other countries, decreases unnecessary and dangerous interventions in the treatment process, provides effective and proper decision making for the health care providers, and leads to reduced mortality and costs. A disciplinary panel should be designed for carrying out the protocol to guide all target groups and make the goal of the CPG clear. Special clinical goals and conditions should be covered in CPGs and desirable clinical reflections should be made clear. Strong and scientific evidence should be regularly reviewed.